
Conventional cell banks contain 1 mL of 10-30x106 
cells per mL. This is suffi  cient to inoculate small 
volumes of 30-100 mL with cell concentrations 
of 0.3-0.5x106 mL-1, commonly used in pharma-
ceutical bioprocesses. In order to directly inocu-
late a WAVE bioreactor with minimum working
volumes of 0.6-1.0 L, cell banks with higher
volumes and cell concentrations are required. 
High density (HD) cell banks contain up to 
4.5 mL  and a cell concentration of 100x106 mL-1.
Preparation of HD cell banks require adaptation
of cryopreservation protocols. Here we optimized
the freezing protocol for HD cell banking and 
compare HD cell bank performance with conven-
tional cell banks (see Figure 2).

In a fi rst step, high density (HD) cell banking protocols for CHO cell lines were optimized for cell concentrations of up to 100x106 mL-1. HD cell banks 
were then used to inoculate a ReadyToProcess WAVE 25 bioreactor (GE healthcare) operated in perfusion mode. Applying a cell-specifi c perfusion 
rate, CHO cells were grown in 1 L working volume to cell concentrations of up to 145x106 mL-1, suffi  cient to directly inoculate a 250 L seed bioreactor. 
Process simulation in a 10 L scale-down model confi rmed comparable process performances after intensifi ed and conventional seed train routes. In 
comparison to the conventional seed train, time to inoculate the production bioreactor was reduced by ~50%, making the 50 L seed stage obsolete. In 
addition, fewer manual handling steps were required, minimizing the contamination risk and personnel cost. Ultimately, we demonstrated that seed train 
intensifi cation is a simple but powerful route to boost bioprocesses effi  ciency without aff ecting bioprocess performance. In future applications, intensifi ed 
seed train routes in perfusion WAVEs could be set up and automated to enable direct inoculation of a 1000 or 2000 L production bioreactor.

Process performance depends on a number of variables. In order to exclude an impact of HD cell 
banks or accelerated seed train routes on process performance, two corresponding 10 L production 
bioreactors were inoculated. Over the course of the bioprocess, important process parameters and 
cell metabolites were monitored and compared (see Figure 3). Generally, the process performance 
of both bioreactors were within measurement uncertainties, proving that the selected seed train route 
does not aff ect process performance. Comparability of conventional and intensifi ed seed trains in 
terms of process performance is of upmost importance as it allows seamless integration into new 
and existing bioprocesses. Using a perfusion WAVE bioreactor to accelerate the seed train is a very 
elegant approach to increase overall effi  ciency of the USP process in biopharmaceutical production.

Methods: In intensifi ed seed 
train routes, CHO cells were 
cultivated in perfusion mode in 
a ReadyToProcess WAVE 25 
bioreactor applying CSPRs 
of 50-100 pL d-1. Cell count 
and viability were measured 
using the Cedex Hires. Cell 
metabolites and titer were 
determined using the Cedex 
Bio HT.

Biopharmaceutical processes have experienced 
vast improvements in recent years with new 
highs in product titers and better control of 
product quality. In contrast, the seed train of 
most modern biopharmaceutical processes have 
remained mostly unchanged. A conventional 
seed train involves cell expansion by several 
subcultivation steps in open systems, e.g., 
shake fl asks or spinner tubes, before a seed 
bioreactor can be inoculated. This process 
commonly takes up to 3 weeks and requires 
numerous manual handling steps, making it 
time-consuming, laborious and susceptible to 
contaminations.
Intensifi ed seed trains promise to overcome 
these limitations. Combining two well-established 
technologies, that is, WAVE bioreactors and 
perfusion membranes, intensifi ed seed trains 
enable continuous cell expansion in a single 
closed system. As a consequence, shorter seed 
train times and higher cell concentrations can 
be realized while reducing hands-on-time.

Conventional seed train

Intensifi ed seed train

Figure 2: Cell bank performance of HD and conventional 
cell bank. The fi rst number corresponds to the viable 
cell concentration. The second number refers to the 
cryoprotectant concentration [%].

Figure 3: Process performance of HD and conventional cell bank after cultivation in intensifi ed and conventional seed train 
routes, respectively. (A) Viable cell concentration (VCC), (B) Cell viability and (C) Product titer. The confi dence intervals 
indicate the technical uncertainty of measurements.

Figure 1: Timelines for conventional and 
intensifi ed seed trains until inoculation of a 
1000 L production bioreactor. A conventional 
seed train starts with the thawing of a WCB 
vial with 1 mL at a cell concentration of 
10x106 mL-1 and continues with several 
expansion steps in shake fl asks, WAVE 
and seed bioreactors at diff erent scales. An 
intensifi ed seed train starts with thawing of a 
high-density (HD) WCB vial with 4.5 mL and 
100x106 cells per mL and a single expansion 
step in a WAVE bioreactor operated in per-
fusion mode.
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train times and higher cell concentrations can be
realized while reducing hands-on-time.
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Figure 1: Timelines for conventional and
intensified seed trains until inoculation of a
1000-L production bioreactor. A conventional
seed train starts with the thawing of a WCB
vial with 1 mL and 10x 106 cells/mL and
continues with several expansion steps in
shake flasks, WAVE and seed bioreactors at
different scales. An intensified seed train
starts with thawing of a high-density (HD)
WCB vial with 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL
and a single expansion step in a WAVE
bioreactor operated in perfusion mode.

HD cell banking
Conventional cell banks contain 1 mL of 10-30x
106 cells/mL. This is sufficient to inoculate small
volumes of 30-100 mL with cell concentrations of
0.3-0.5x 106 cells/mL, commonly used in
pharmaceutical bioprocesses. In order to directly
inoculate a WAVE bioreactor with minimum
working volumes of 0.6-1.0 L, cell banks with
higher volumes and cell concentrations are
required. High density (HD) cell banks contain up
to 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL. Preparation of
HD cell banks require adaptation of
cryopreservation protocols. Here we optimized
the freezing protocol for HD cell banking and
compare HD cell bank performance with
conventional cell banks (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Cell bank performance of HD and
conventional cell bank. The first number corresponds to
the viable cell concentration. The second number refers
to the cryoprotectant concentration [%].

In a first step, high density (HD) cell banking protocols for CHO cell lines were optimized for cell concentrations of up to 100x 106 cells/mL. HD cell banks
were then used to inoculate a ReadyToProcess WAVE25 bioreactor (GE healthcare) operated in perfusion mode. Applying a cell-specific perfusion rate,
CHO cells were grown in 1 L working volume to cell concentrations of up to 145x 106 cells/mL, sufficient to directly inoculate a 250 L seed bioreactor.
Process simulation in a 10 L scale-down model confirmed comparable process performances after intensified and conventional seed train routes. In
comparison to the conventional seed train, time to inoculate the production bioreactor was reduced by ~50%, making the 50 L seed stage obsolete. In
addition, fewer manual handling steps were required, minimizing the contamination risk and personnel cost. Ultimately, we demonstrated that seed train
intensification is a simple but powerful route to boost bioprocesses efficiency without affecting bioprocess performance. In future applications, intensified
seed train routes in perfusion WAVEs could be set up and automated to enable direct inoculation of a 1000 or 2000 L production bioreactor.
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Figure 3: Process performance of HD and conventional cell bank after cultivation in intensified and conventional
seed train routes, respectively. (A) Viable cell concentration (VCC), (B) Cell viability and (C) Product titer. The
confidence intervals indicate the technical uncertainty of measurements.

Process performance depends on a number of variables. In order to exclude an impact of HD cell
banks or accelerated seed train routes on process performance, two corresponding 10 L production
bioreactors were inoculated. Over the course of the bioprocess, important process parameters and
cell metabolites were monitored and compared (see Figure 3). Generally, the process performance
of both bioreactors were within measurement uncertainties, proving that the selected seed train
route does not affect process performance. Comparability of conventional and intensified seed
trains in terms of process performance is of upmost importance as it allows seamless integration
into new and existing bioprocesses. Using a perfusion WAVE bioreactor to accelerate the seed train
is a very elegant approach to increase overall efficiency of the USP process in biopharmaceutical
production.

Methods: In intensified seed
train routes, CHO cells were
cultivated in perfusion mode
in a ReadyToProcess 20
WAVE bioreactor applying
CSPRs of 50-100 pl/c/d. Cell
count and viability were
measured using the Cedex
Hires. Cell metabolites and
titer were determined using
the Cedex Bio HT.
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subcultivation steps in open systems, e.g., shake
flasks or spinner tubes, before a seed bioreactor
can be inoculated. This process commonly takes
up to 3 weeks and requires numerous manual
handling steps, making it time-consuming,
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closed system. As a consequence, shorter seed
train times and higher cell concentrations can be
realized while reducing hands-on-time.
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Figure 1: Timelines for conventional and
intensified seed trains until inoculation of a
1000-L production bioreactor. A conventional
seed train starts with the thawing of a WCB
vial with 1 mL and 10x 106 cells/mL and
continues with several expansion steps in
shake flasks, WAVE and seed bioreactors at
different scales. An intensified seed train
starts with thawing of a high-density (HD)
WCB vial with 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL
and a single expansion step in a WAVE
bioreactor operated in perfusion mode.

HD cell banking
Conventional cell banks contain 1 mL of 10-30x
106 cells/mL. This is sufficient to inoculate small
volumes of 30-100 mL with cell concentrations of
0.3-0.5x 106 cells/mL, commonly used in
pharmaceutical bioprocesses. In order to directly
inoculate a WAVE bioreactor with minimum
working volumes of 0.6-1.0 L, cell banks with
higher volumes and cell concentrations are
required. High density (HD) cell banks contain up
to 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL. Preparation of
HD cell banks require adaptation of
cryopreservation protocols. Here we optimized
the freezing protocol for HD cell banking and
compare HD cell bank performance with
conventional cell banks (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Cell bank performance of HD and
conventional cell bank. The first number corresponds to
the viable cell concentration. The second number refers
to the cryoprotectant concentration [%].

In a first step, high density (HD) cell banking protocols for CHO cell lines were optimized for cell concentrations of up to 100x 106 cells/mL. HD cell banks
were then used to inoculate a ReadyToProcess WAVE25 bioreactor (GE healthcare) operated in perfusion mode. Applying a cell-specific perfusion rate,
CHO cells were grown in 1 L working volume to cell concentrations of up to 145x 106 cells/mL, sufficient to directly inoculate a 250 L seed bioreactor.
Process simulation in a 10 L scale-down model confirmed comparable process performances after intensified and conventional seed train routes. In
comparison to the conventional seed train, time to inoculate the production bioreactor was reduced by ~50%, making the 50 L seed stage obsolete. In
addition, fewer manual handling steps were required, minimizing the contamination risk and personnel cost. Ultimately, we demonstrated that seed train
intensification is a simple but powerful route to boost bioprocesses efficiency without affecting bioprocess performance. In future applications, intensified
seed train routes in perfusion WAVEs could be set up and automated to enable direct inoculation of a 1000 or 2000 L production bioreactor.
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Figure 3: Process performance of HD and conventional cell bank after cultivation in intensified and conventional
seed train routes, respectively. (A) Viable cell concentration (VCC), (B) Cell viability and (C) Product titer. The
confidence intervals indicate the technical uncertainty of measurements.

Process performance depends on a number of variables. In order to exclude an impact of HD cell
banks or accelerated seed train routes on process performance, two corresponding 10 L production
bioreactors were inoculated. Over the course of the bioprocess, important process parameters and
cell metabolites were monitored and compared (see Figure 3). Generally, the process performance
of both bioreactors were within measurement uncertainties, proving that the selected seed train
route does not affect process performance. Comparability of conventional and intensified seed
trains in terms of process performance is of upmost importance as it allows seamless integration
into new and existing bioprocesses. Using a perfusion WAVE bioreactor to accelerate the seed train
is a very elegant approach to increase overall efficiency of the USP process in biopharmaceutical
production.

Methods: In intensified seed
train routes, CHO cells were
cultivated in perfusion mode
in a ReadyToProcess 20
WAVE bioreactor applying
CSPRs of 50-100 pl/c/d. Cell
count and viability were
measured using the Cedex
Hires. Cell metabolites and
titer were determined using
the Cedex Bio HT.
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can be inoculated. This process commonly takes
up to 3 weeks and requires numerous manual
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laborious and susceptible to contaminations.
Intensified seed trains promise to overcome
these limitations. Combining two well-established
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closed system. As a consequence, shorter seed
train times and higher cell concentrations can be
realized while reducing hands-on-time.
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Figure 1: Timelines for conventional and
intensified seed trains until inoculation of a
1000-L production bioreactor. A conventional
seed train starts with the thawing of a WCB
vial with 1 mL and 10x 106 cells/mL and
continues with several expansion steps in
shake flasks, WAVE and seed bioreactors at
different scales. An intensified seed train
starts with thawing of a high-density (HD)
WCB vial with 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL
and a single expansion step in a WAVE
bioreactor operated in perfusion mode.

HD cell banking
Conventional cell banks contain 1 mL of 10-30x
106 cells/mL. This is sufficient to inoculate small
volumes of 30-100 mL with cell concentrations of
0.3-0.5x 106 cells/mL, commonly used in
pharmaceutical bioprocesses. In order to directly
inoculate a WAVE bioreactor with minimum
working volumes of 0.6-1.0 L, cell banks with
higher volumes and cell concentrations are
required. High density (HD) cell banks contain up
to 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL. Preparation of
HD cell banks require adaptation of
cryopreservation protocols. Here we optimized
the freezing protocol for HD cell banking and
compare HD cell bank performance with
conventional cell banks (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Cell bank performance of HD and
conventional cell bank. The first number corresponds to
the viable cell concentration. The second number refers
to the cryoprotectant concentration [%].

In a first step, high density (HD) cell banking protocols for CHO cell lines were optimized for cell concentrations of up to 100x 106 cells/mL. HD cell banks
were then used to inoculate a ReadyToProcess WAVE25 bioreactor (GE healthcare) operated in perfusion mode. Applying a cell-specific perfusion rate,
CHO cells were grown in 1 L working volume to cell concentrations of up to 145x 106 cells/mL, sufficient to directly inoculate a 250 L seed bioreactor.
Process simulation in a 10 L scale-down model confirmed comparable process performances after intensified and conventional seed train routes. In
comparison to the conventional seed train, time to inoculate the production bioreactor was reduced by ~50%, making the 50 L seed stage obsolete. In
addition, fewer manual handling steps were required, minimizing the contamination risk and personnel cost. Ultimately, we demonstrated that seed train
intensification is a simple but powerful route to boost bioprocesses efficiency without affecting bioprocess performance. In future applications, intensified
seed train routes in perfusion WAVEs could be set up and automated to enable direct inoculation of a 1000 or 2000 L production bioreactor.
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Figure 3: Process performance of HD and conventional cell bank after cultivation in intensified and conventional
seed train routes, respectively. (A) Viable cell concentration (VCC), (B) Cell viability and (C) Product titer. The
confidence intervals indicate the technical uncertainty of measurements.

Process performance depends on a number of variables. In order to exclude an impact of HD cell
banks or accelerated seed train routes on process performance, two corresponding 10 L production
bioreactors were inoculated. Over the course of the bioprocess, important process parameters and
cell metabolites were monitored and compared (see Figure 3). Generally, the process performance
of both bioreactors were within measurement uncertainties, proving that the selected seed train
route does not affect process performance. Comparability of conventional and intensified seed
trains in terms of process performance is of upmost importance as it allows seamless integration
into new and existing bioprocesses. Using a perfusion WAVE bioreactor to accelerate the seed train
is a very elegant approach to increase overall efficiency of the USP process in biopharmaceutical
production.

Methods: In intensified seed
train routes, CHO cells were
cultivated in perfusion mode
in a ReadyToProcess 20
WAVE bioreactor applying
CSPRs of 50-100 pl/c/d. Cell
count and viability were
measured using the Cedex
Hires. Cell metabolites and
titer were determined using
the Cedex Bio HT.
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flasks or spinner tubes, before a seed bioreactor
can be inoculated. This process commonly takes
up to 3 weeks and requires numerous manual
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Intensified seed trains promise to overcome
these limitations. Combining two well-established
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closed system. As a consequence, shorter seed
train times and higher cell concentrations can be
realized while reducing hands-on-time.
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Figure 1: Timelines for conventional and
intensified seed trains until inoculation of a
1000-L production bioreactor. A conventional
seed train starts with the thawing of a WCB
vial with 1 mL and 10x 106 cells/mL and
continues with several expansion steps in
shake flasks, WAVE and seed bioreactors at
different scales. An intensified seed train
starts with thawing of a high-density (HD)
WCB vial with 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL
and a single expansion step in a WAVE
bioreactor operated in perfusion mode.

HD cell banking
Conventional cell banks contain 1 mL of 10-30x
106 cells/mL. This is sufficient to inoculate small
volumes of 30-100 mL with cell concentrations of
0.3-0.5x 106 cells/mL, commonly used in
pharmaceutical bioprocesses. In order to directly
inoculate a WAVE bioreactor with minimum
working volumes of 0.6-1.0 L, cell banks with
higher volumes and cell concentrations are
required. High density (HD) cell banks contain up
to 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL. Preparation of
HD cell banks require adaptation of
cryopreservation protocols. Here we optimized
the freezing protocol for HD cell banking and
compare HD cell bank performance with
conventional cell banks (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Cell bank performance of HD and
conventional cell bank. The first number corresponds to
the viable cell concentration. The second number refers
to the cryoprotectant concentration [%].

In a first step, high density (HD) cell banking protocols for CHO cell lines were optimized for cell concentrations of up to 100x 106 cells/mL. HD cell banks
were then used to inoculate a ReadyToProcess WAVE25 bioreactor (GE healthcare) operated in perfusion mode. Applying a cell-specific perfusion rate,
CHO cells were grown in 1 L working volume to cell concentrations of up to 145x 106 cells/mL, sufficient to directly inoculate a 250 L seed bioreactor.
Process simulation in a 10 L scale-down model confirmed comparable process performances after intensified and conventional seed train routes. In
comparison to the conventional seed train, time to inoculate the production bioreactor was reduced by ~50%, making the 50 L seed stage obsolete. In
addition, fewer manual handling steps were required, minimizing the contamination risk and personnel cost. Ultimately, we demonstrated that seed train
intensification is a simple but powerful route to boost bioprocesses efficiency without affecting bioprocess performance. In future applications, intensified
seed train routes in perfusion WAVEs could be set up and automated to enable direct inoculation of a 1000 or 2000 L production bioreactor.
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Figure 3: Process performance of HD and conventional cell bank after cultivation in intensified and conventional
seed train routes, respectively. (A) Viable cell concentration (VCC), (B) Cell viability and (C) Product titer. The
confidence intervals indicate the technical uncertainty of measurements.

Process performance depends on a number of variables. In order to exclude an impact of HD cell
banks or accelerated seed train routes on process performance, two corresponding 10 L production
bioreactors were inoculated. Over the course of the bioprocess, important process parameters and
cell metabolites were monitored and compared (see Figure 3). Generally, the process performance
of both bioreactors were within measurement uncertainties, proving that the selected seed train
route does not affect process performance. Comparability of conventional and intensified seed
trains in terms of process performance is of upmost importance as it allows seamless integration
into new and existing bioprocesses. Using a perfusion WAVE bioreactor to accelerate the seed train
is a very elegant approach to increase overall efficiency of the USP process in biopharmaceutical
production.

Methods: In intensified seed
train routes, CHO cells were
cultivated in perfusion mode
in a ReadyToProcess 20
WAVE bioreactor applying
CSPRs of 50-100 pl/c/d. Cell
count and viability were
measured using the Cedex
Hires. Cell metabolites and
titer were determined using
the Cedex Bio HT.
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Conventional cell banks contain 1 mL of 10-30x106 
cells per mL. This is suffi  cient to inoculate small 
volumes of 30-100 mL with cell concentrations 
of 0.3-0.5x106 mL-1, commonly used in pharma-
ceutical bioprocesses. In order to directly inocu-
late a WAVE bioreactor with minimum working
volumes of 0.6-1.0 L, cell banks with higher
volumes and cell concentrations are required. 
High density (HD) cell banks contain up to 
4.5 mL  and a cell concentration of 100x106 mL-1.
Preparation of HD cell banks require adaptation
of cryopreservation protocols. Here we optimized
the freezing protocol for HD cell banking and 
compare HD cell bank performance with conven-
tional cell banks (see Figure 2).

In a fi rst step, high density (HD) cell banking protocols for CHO cell lines were optimized for cell concentrations of up to 100x106 mL-1. HD cell banks 
were then used to inoculate a ReadyToProcess WAVE 25 bioreactor (GE healthcare) operated in perfusion mode. Applying a cell-specifi c perfusion 
rate, CHO cells were grown in 1 L working volume to cell concentrations of up to 145x106 mL-1, suffi  cient to directly inoculate a 250 L seed bioreactor. 
Process simulation in a 10 L scale-down model confi rmed comparable process performances after intensifi ed and conventional seed train routes. In 
comparison to the conventional seed train, time to inoculate the production bioreactor was reduced by ~50%, making the 50 L seed stage obsolete. In 
addition, fewer manual handling steps were required, minimizing the contamination risk and personnel cost. Ultimately, we demonstrated that seed train 
intensifi cation is a simple but powerful route to boost bioprocesses effi  ciency without aff ecting bioprocess performance. In future applications, intensifi ed 
seed train routes in perfusion WAVEs could be set up and automated to enable direct inoculation of a 1000 or 2000 L production bioreactor.

Process performance depends on a number of variables. In order to exclude an impact of HD cell 
banks or accelerated seed train routes on process performance, two corresponding 10 L production 
bioreactors were inoculated. Over the course of the bioprocess, important process parameters and 
cell metabolites were monitored and compared (see Figure 3). Generally, the process performance 
of both bioreactors were within measurement uncertainties, proving that the selected seed train route 
does not aff ect process performance. Comparability of conventional and intensifi ed seed trains in 
terms of process performance is of upmost importance as it allows seamless integration into new 
and existing bioprocesses. Using a perfusion WAVE bioreactor to accelerate the seed train is a very 
elegant approach to increase overall effi  ciency of the USP process in biopharmaceutical production.

Methods: In intensifi ed seed 
train routes, CHO cells were 
cultivated in perfusion mode in 
a ReadyToProcess WAVE 25 
bioreactor applying CSPRs 
of 50-100 pL d-1. Cell count 
and viability were measured 
using the Cedex Hires. Cell 
metabolites and titer were 
determined using the Cedex 
Bio HT.

Biopharmaceutical processes have experienced 
vast improvements in recent years with new 
highs in product titers and better control of 
product quality. In contrast, the seed train of 
most modern biopharmaceutical processes have 
remained mostly unchanged. A conventional 
seed train involves cell expansion by several 
subcultivation steps in open systems, e.g., 
shake fl asks or spinner tubes, before a seed 
bioreactor can be inoculated. This process 
commonly takes up to 3 weeks and requires 
numerous manual handling steps, making it 
time-consuming, laborious and susceptible to 
contaminations.
Intensifi ed seed trains promise to overcome 
these limitations. Combining two well-established 
technologies, that is, WAVE bioreactors and 
perfusion membranes, intensifi ed seed trains 
enable continuous cell expansion in a single 
closed system. As a consequence, shorter seed 
train times and higher cell concentrations can 
be realized while reducing hands-on-time.

Conventional seed train

Intensifi ed seed train

Figure 2: Cell bank performance of HD and conventional 
cell bank. The fi rst number corresponds to the viable 
cell concentration. The second number refers to the 
cryoprotectant concentration [%].

Figure 3: Process performance of HD and conventional cell bank after cultivation in intensifi ed and conventional seed train 
routes, respectively. (A) Viable cell concentration (VCC), (B) Cell viability and (C) Product titer. The confi dence intervals 
indicate the technical uncertainty of measurements.

Figure 1: Timelines for conventional and 
intensifi ed seed trains until inoculation of a 
1000 L production bioreactor. A conventional 
seed train starts with the thawing of a WCB 
vial with 1 mL at a cell concentration of 
10x106 mL-1 and continues with several 
expansion steps in shake fl asks, WAVE 
and seed bioreactors at diff erent scales. An 
intensifi ed seed train starts with thawing of a 
high-density (HD) WCB vial with 4.5 mL and 
100x106 cells per mL and a single expansion 
step in a WAVE bioreactor operated in per-
fusion mode.
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train times and higher cell concentrations can be
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Figure 1: Timelines for conventional and
intensified seed trains until inoculation of a
1000-L production bioreactor. A conventional
seed train starts with the thawing of a WCB
vial with 1 mL and 10x 106 cells/mL and
continues with several expansion steps in
shake flasks, WAVE and seed bioreactors at
different scales. An intensified seed train
starts with thawing of a high-density (HD)
WCB vial with 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL
and a single expansion step in a WAVE
bioreactor operated in perfusion mode.

HD cell banking
Conventional cell banks contain 1 mL of 10-30x
106 cells/mL. This is sufficient to inoculate small
volumes of 30-100 mL with cell concentrations of
0.3-0.5x 106 cells/mL, commonly used in
pharmaceutical bioprocesses. In order to directly
inoculate a WAVE bioreactor with minimum
working volumes of 0.6-1.0 L, cell banks with
higher volumes and cell concentrations are
required. High density (HD) cell banks contain up
to 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL. Preparation of
HD cell banks require adaptation of
cryopreservation protocols. Here we optimized
the freezing protocol for HD cell banking and
compare HD cell bank performance with
conventional cell banks (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Cell bank performance of HD and
conventional cell bank. The first number corresponds to
the viable cell concentration. The second number refers
to the cryoprotectant concentration [%].

In a first step, high density (HD) cell banking protocols for CHO cell lines were optimized for cell concentrations of up to 100x 106 cells/mL. HD cell banks
were then used to inoculate a ReadyToProcess WAVE25 bioreactor (GE healthcare) operated in perfusion mode. Applying a cell-specific perfusion rate,
CHO cells were grown in 1 L working volume to cell concentrations of up to 145x 106 cells/mL, sufficient to directly inoculate a 250 L seed bioreactor.
Process simulation in a 10 L scale-down model confirmed comparable process performances after intensified and conventional seed train routes. In
comparison to the conventional seed train, time to inoculate the production bioreactor was reduced by ~50%, making the 50 L seed stage obsolete. In
addition, fewer manual handling steps were required, minimizing the contamination risk and personnel cost. Ultimately, we demonstrated that seed train
intensification is a simple but powerful route to boost bioprocesses efficiency without affecting bioprocess performance. In future applications, intensified
seed train routes in perfusion WAVEs could be set up and automated to enable direct inoculation of a 1000 or 2000 L production bioreactor.
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Figure 3: Process performance of HD and conventional cell bank after cultivation in intensified and conventional
seed train routes, respectively. (A) Viable cell concentration (VCC), (B) Cell viability and (C) Product titer. The
confidence intervals indicate the technical uncertainty of measurements.

Process performance depends on a number of variables. In order to exclude an impact of HD cell
banks or accelerated seed train routes on process performance, two corresponding 10 L production
bioreactors were inoculated. Over the course of the bioprocess, important process parameters and
cell metabolites were monitored and compared (see Figure 3). Generally, the process performance
of both bioreactors were within measurement uncertainties, proving that the selected seed train
route does not affect process performance. Comparability of conventional and intensified seed
trains in terms of process performance is of upmost importance as it allows seamless integration
into new and existing bioprocesses. Using a perfusion WAVE bioreactor to accelerate the seed train
is a very elegant approach to increase overall efficiency of the USP process in biopharmaceutical
production.

Methods: In intensified seed
train routes, CHO cells were
cultivated in perfusion mode
in a ReadyToProcess 20
WAVE bioreactor applying
CSPRs of 50-100 pl/c/d. Cell
count and viability were
measured using the Cedex
Hires. Cell metabolites and
titer were determined using
the Cedex Bio HT.
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flasks or spinner tubes, before a seed bioreactor
can be inoculated. This process commonly takes
up to 3 weeks and requires numerous manual
handling steps, making it time-consuming,
laborious and susceptible to contaminations.
Intensified seed trains promise to overcome
these limitations. Combining two well-established
technologies, that is, WAVE bioreactors and
perfusion membranes, intensified seed trains
enable continuous cell expansion in a single
closed system. As a consequence, shorter seed
train times and higher cell concentrations can be
realized while reducing hands-on-time.
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Figure 1: Timelines for conventional and
intensified seed trains until inoculation of a
1000-L production bioreactor. A conventional
seed train starts with the thawing of a WCB
vial with 1 mL and 10x 106 cells/mL and
continues with several expansion steps in
shake flasks, WAVE and seed bioreactors at
different scales. An intensified seed train
starts with thawing of a high-density (HD)
WCB vial with 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL
and a single expansion step in a WAVE
bioreactor operated in perfusion mode.

HD cell banking
Conventional cell banks contain 1 mL of 10-30x
106 cells/mL. This is sufficient to inoculate small
volumes of 30-100 mL with cell concentrations of
0.3-0.5x 106 cells/mL, commonly used in
pharmaceutical bioprocesses. In order to directly
inoculate a WAVE bioreactor with minimum
working volumes of 0.6-1.0 L, cell banks with
higher volumes and cell concentrations are
required. High density (HD) cell banks contain up
to 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL. Preparation of
HD cell banks require adaptation of
cryopreservation protocols. Here we optimized
the freezing protocol for HD cell banking and
compare HD cell bank performance with
conventional cell banks (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Cell bank performance of HD and
conventional cell bank. The first number corresponds to
the viable cell concentration. The second number refers
to the cryoprotectant concentration [%].

In a first step, high density (HD) cell banking protocols for CHO cell lines were optimized for cell concentrations of up to 100x 106 cells/mL. HD cell banks
were then used to inoculate a ReadyToProcess WAVE25 bioreactor (GE healthcare) operated in perfusion mode. Applying a cell-specific perfusion rate,
CHO cells were grown in 1 L working volume to cell concentrations of up to 145x 106 cells/mL, sufficient to directly inoculate a 250 L seed bioreactor.
Process simulation in a 10 L scale-down model confirmed comparable process performances after intensified and conventional seed train routes. In
comparison to the conventional seed train, time to inoculate the production bioreactor was reduced by ~50%, making the 50 L seed stage obsolete. In
addition, fewer manual handling steps were required, minimizing the contamination risk and personnel cost. Ultimately, we demonstrated that seed train
intensification is a simple but powerful route to boost bioprocesses efficiency without affecting bioprocess performance. In future applications, intensified
seed train routes in perfusion WAVEs could be set up and automated to enable direct inoculation of a 1000 or 2000 L production bioreactor.
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Figure 3: Process performance of HD and conventional cell bank after cultivation in intensified and conventional
seed train routes, respectively. (A) Viable cell concentration (VCC), (B) Cell viability and (C) Product titer. The
confidence intervals indicate the technical uncertainty of measurements.

Process performance depends on a number of variables. In order to exclude an impact of HD cell
banks or accelerated seed train routes on process performance, two corresponding 10 L production
bioreactors were inoculated. Over the course of the bioprocess, important process parameters and
cell metabolites were monitored and compared (see Figure 3). Generally, the process performance
of both bioreactors were within measurement uncertainties, proving that the selected seed train
route does not affect process performance. Comparability of conventional and intensified seed
trains in terms of process performance is of upmost importance as it allows seamless integration
into new and existing bioprocesses. Using a perfusion WAVE bioreactor to accelerate the seed train
is a very elegant approach to increase overall efficiency of the USP process in biopharmaceutical
production.

Methods: In intensified seed
train routes, CHO cells were
cultivated in perfusion mode
in a ReadyToProcess 20
WAVE bioreactor applying
CSPRs of 50-100 pl/c/d. Cell
count and viability were
measured using the Cedex
Hires. Cell metabolites and
titer were determined using
the Cedex Bio HT.
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remained mostly unchanged. A conventional
seed train involves cell expansion by several
subcultivation steps in open systems, e.g., shake
flasks or spinner tubes, before a seed bioreactor
can be inoculated. This process commonly takes
up to 3 weeks and requires numerous manual
handling steps, making it time-consuming,
laborious and susceptible to contaminations.
Intensified seed trains promise to overcome
these limitations. Combining two well-established
technologies, that is, WAVE bioreactors and
perfusion membranes, intensified seed trains
enable continuous cell expansion in a single
closed system. As a consequence, shorter seed
train times and higher cell concentrations can be
realized while reducing hands-on-time.
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Figure 1: Timelines for conventional and
intensified seed trains until inoculation of a
1000-L production bioreactor. A conventional
seed train starts with the thawing of a WCB
vial with 1 mL and 10x 106 cells/mL and
continues with several expansion steps in
shake flasks, WAVE and seed bioreactors at
different scales. An intensified seed train
starts with thawing of a high-density (HD)
WCB vial with 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL
and a single expansion step in a WAVE
bioreactor operated in perfusion mode.

HD cell banking
Conventional cell banks contain 1 mL of 10-30x
106 cells/mL. This is sufficient to inoculate small
volumes of 30-100 mL with cell concentrations of
0.3-0.5x 106 cells/mL, commonly used in
pharmaceutical bioprocesses. In order to directly
inoculate a WAVE bioreactor with minimum
working volumes of 0.6-1.0 L, cell banks with
higher volumes and cell concentrations are
required. High density (HD) cell banks contain up
to 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL. Preparation of
HD cell banks require adaptation of
cryopreservation protocols. Here we optimized
the freezing protocol for HD cell banking and
compare HD cell bank performance with
conventional cell banks (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Cell bank performance of HD and
conventional cell bank. The first number corresponds to
the viable cell concentration. The second number refers
to the cryoprotectant concentration [%].

In a first step, high density (HD) cell banking protocols for CHO cell lines were optimized for cell concentrations of up to 100x 106 cells/mL. HD cell banks
were then used to inoculate a ReadyToProcess WAVE25 bioreactor (GE healthcare) operated in perfusion mode. Applying a cell-specific perfusion rate,
CHO cells were grown in 1 L working volume to cell concentrations of up to 145x 106 cells/mL, sufficient to directly inoculate a 250 L seed bioreactor.
Process simulation in a 10 L scale-down model confirmed comparable process performances after intensified and conventional seed train routes. In
comparison to the conventional seed train, time to inoculate the production bioreactor was reduced by ~50%, making the 50 L seed stage obsolete. In
addition, fewer manual handling steps were required, minimizing the contamination risk and personnel cost. Ultimately, we demonstrated that seed train
intensification is a simple but powerful route to boost bioprocesses efficiency without affecting bioprocess performance. In future applications, intensified
seed train routes in perfusion WAVEs could be set up and automated to enable direct inoculation of a 1000 or 2000 L production bioreactor.
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Figure 3: Process performance of HD and conventional cell bank after cultivation in intensified and conventional
seed train routes, respectively. (A) Viable cell concentration (VCC), (B) Cell viability and (C) Product titer. The
confidence intervals indicate the technical uncertainty of measurements.

Process performance depends on a number of variables. In order to exclude an impact of HD cell
banks or accelerated seed train routes on process performance, two corresponding 10 L production
bioreactors were inoculated. Over the course of the bioprocess, important process parameters and
cell metabolites were monitored and compared (see Figure 3). Generally, the process performance
of both bioreactors were within measurement uncertainties, proving that the selected seed train
route does not affect process performance. Comparability of conventional and intensified seed
trains in terms of process performance is of upmost importance as it allows seamless integration
into new and existing bioprocesses. Using a perfusion WAVE bioreactor to accelerate the seed train
is a very elegant approach to increase overall efficiency of the USP process in biopharmaceutical
production.

Methods: In intensified seed
train routes, CHO cells were
cultivated in perfusion mode
in a ReadyToProcess 20
WAVE bioreactor applying
CSPRs of 50-100 pl/c/d. Cell
count and viability were
measured using the Cedex
Hires. Cell metabolites and
titer were determined using
the Cedex Bio HT.
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most modern biopharmaceutical processes have
remained mostly unchanged. A conventional
seed train involves cell expansion by several
subcultivation steps in open systems, e.g., shake
flasks or spinner tubes, before a seed bioreactor
can be inoculated. This process commonly takes
up to 3 weeks and requires numerous manual
handling steps, making it time-consuming,
laborious and susceptible to contaminations.
Intensified seed trains promise to overcome
these limitations. Combining two well-established
technologies, that is, WAVE bioreactors and
perfusion membranes, intensified seed trains
enable continuous cell expansion in a single
closed system. As a consequence, shorter seed
train times and higher cell concentrations can be
realized while reducing hands-on-time.
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Figure 1: Timelines for conventional and
intensified seed trains until inoculation of a
1000-L production bioreactor. A conventional
seed train starts with the thawing of a WCB
vial with 1 mL and 10x 106 cells/mL and
continues with several expansion steps in
shake flasks, WAVE and seed bioreactors at
different scales. An intensified seed train
starts with thawing of a high-density (HD)
WCB vial with 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL
and a single expansion step in a WAVE
bioreactor operated in perfusion mode.

HD cell banking
Conventional cell banks contain 1 mL of 10-30x
106 cells/mL. This is sufficient to inoculate small
volumes of 30-100 mL with cell concentrations of
0.3-0.5x 106 cells/mL, commonly used in
pharmaceutical bioprocesses. In order to directly
inoculate a WAVE bioreactor with minimum
working volumes of 0.6-1.0 L, cell banks with
higher volumes and cell concentrations are
required. High density (HD) cell banks contain up
to 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL. Preparation of
HD cell banks require adaptation of
cryopreservation protocols. Here we optimized
the freezing protocol for HD cell banking and
compare HD cell bank performance with
conventional cell banks (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Cell bank performance of HD and
conventional cell bank. The first number corresponds to
the viable cell concentration. The second number refers
to the cryoprotectant concentration [%].

In a first step, high density (HD) cell banking protocols for CHO cell lines were optimized for cell concentrations of up to 100x 106 cells/mL. HD cell banks
were then used to inoculate a ReadyToProcess WAVE25 bioreactor (GE healthcare) operated in perfusion mode. Applying a cell-specific perfusion rate,
CHO cells were grown in 1 L working volume to cell concentrations of up to 145x 106 cells/mL, sufficient to directly inoculate a 250 L seed bioreactor.
Process simulation in a 10 L scale-down model confirmed comparable process performances after intensified and conventional seed train routes. In
comparison to the conventional seed train, time to inoculate the production bioreactor was reduced by ~50%, making the 50 L seed stage obsolete. In
addition, fewer manual handling steps were required, minimizing the contamination risk and personnel cost. Ultimately, we demonstrated that seed train
intensification is a simple but powerful route to boost bioprocesses efficiency without affecting bioprocess performance. In future applications, intensified
seed train routes in perfusion WAVEs could be set up and automated to enable direct inoculation of a 1000 or 2000 L production bioreactor.
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Figure 3: Process performance of HD and conventional cell bank after cultivation in intensified and conventional
seed train routes, respectively. (A) Viable cell concentration (VCC), (B) Cell viability and (C) Product titer. The
confidence intervals indicate the technical uncertainty of measurements.

Process performance depends on a number of variables. In order to exclude an impact of HD cell
banks or accelerated seed train routes on process performance, two corresponding 10 L production
bioreactors were inoculated. Over the course of the bioprocess, important process parameters and
cell metabolites were monitored and compared (see Figure 3). Generally, the process performance
of both bioreactors were within measurement uncertainties, proving that the selected seed train
route does not affect process performance. Comparability of conventional and intensified seed
trains in terms of process performance is of upmost importance as it allows seamless integration
into new and existing bioprocesses. Using a perfusion WAVE bioreactor to accelerate the seed train
is a very elegant approach to increase overall efficiency of the USP process in biopharmaceutical
production.

Methods: In intensified seed
train routes, CHO cells were
cultivated in perfusion mode
in a ReadyToProcess 20
WAVE bioreactor applying
CSPRs of 50-100 pl/c/d. Cell
count and viability were
measured using the Cedex
Hires. Cell metabolites and
titer were determined using
the Cedex Bio HT.
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Conventional cell banks contain 1 mL of 10-30x106 
cells per mL. This is suffi  cient to inoculate small 
volumes of 30-100 mL with cell concentrations 
of 0.3-0.5x106 mL-1, commonly used in pharma-
ceutical bioprocesses. In order to directly inocu-
late a WAVE bioreactor with minimum working
volumes of 0.6-1.0 L, cell banks with higher
volumes and cell concentrations are required. 
High density (HD) cell banks contain up to 
4.5 mL  and a cell concentration of 100x106 mL-1.
Preparation of HD cell banks require adaptation
of cryopreservation protocols. Here we optimized
the freezing protocol for HD cell banking and 
compare HD cell bank performance with conven-
tional cell banks (see Figure 2).

In a fi rst step, high density (HD) cell banking protocols for CHO cell lines were optimized for cell concentrations of up to 100x106 mL-1. HD cell banks 
were then used to inoculate a ReadyToProcess WAVE 25 bioreactor (GE healthcare) operated in perfusion mode. Applying a cell-specifi c perfusion 
rate, CHO cells were grown in 1 L working volume to cell concentrations of up to 145x106 mL-1, suffi  cient to directly inoculate a 250 L seed bioreactor. 
Process simulation in a 10 L scale-down model confi rmed comparable process performances after intensifi ed and conventional seed train routes. In 
comparison to the conventional seed train, time to inoculate the production bioreactor was reduced by ~50%, making the 50 L seed stage obsolete. In 
addition, fewer manual handling steps were required, minimizing the contamination risk and personnel cost. Ultimately, we demonstrated that seed train 
intensifi cation is a simple but powerful route to boost bioprocesses effi  ciency without aff ecting bioprocess performance. In future applications, intensifi ed 
seed train routes in perfusion WAVEs could be set up and automated to enable direct inoculation of a 1000 or 2000 L production bioreactor.

Process performance depends on a number of variables. In order to exclude an impact of HD cell 
banks or accelerated seed train routes on process performance, two corresponding 10 L production 
bioreactors were inoculated. Over the course of the bioprocess, important process parameters and 
cell metabolites were monitored and compared (see Figure 3). Generally, the process performance 
of both bioreactors were within measurement uncertainties, proving that the selected seed train route 
does not aff ect process performance. Comparability of conventional and intensifi ed seed trains in 
terms of process performance is of upmost importance as it allows seamless integration into new 
and existing bioprocesses. Using a perfusion WAVE bioreactor to accelerate the seed train is a very 
elegant approach to increase overall effi  ciency of the USP process in biopharmaceutical production.

Methods: In intensifi ed seed 
train routes, CHO cells were 
cultivated in perfusion mode in 
a ReadyToProcess WAVE 25 
bioreactor applying CSPRs 
of 50-100 pL d-1. Cell count 
and viability were measured 
using the Cedex Hires. Cell 
metabolites and titer were 
determined using the Cedex 
Bio HT.

Biopharmaceutical processes have experienced 
vast improvements in recent years with new 
highs in product titers and better control of 
product quality. In contrast, the seed train of 
most modern biopharmaceutical processes have 
remained mostly unchanged. A conventional 
seed train involves cell expansion by several 
subcultivation steps in open systems, e.g., 
shake fl asks or spinner tubes, before a seed 
bioreactor can be inoculated. This process 
commonly takes up to 3 weeks and requires 
numerous manual handling steps, making it 
time-consuming, laborious and susceptible to 
contaminations.
Intensifi ed seed trains promise to overcome 
these limitations. Combining two well-established 
technologies, that is, WAVE bioreactors and 
perfusion membranes, intensifi ed seed trains 
enable continuous cell expansion in a single 
closed system. As a consequence, shorter seed 
train times and higher cell concentrations can 
be realized while reducing hands-on-time.

Conventional seed train

Intensifi ed seed train

Figure 2: Cell bank performance of HD and conventional 
cell bank. The fi rst number corresponds to the viable 
cell concentration. The second number refers to the 
cryoprotectant concentration [%].

Figure 3: Process performance of HD and conventional cell bank after cultivation in intensifi ed and conventional seed train 
routes, respectively. (A) Viable cell concentration (VCC), (B) Cell viability and (C) Product titer. The confi dence intervals 
indicate the technical uncertainty of measurements.

Figure 1: Timelines for conventional and 
intensifi ed seed trains until inoculation of a 
1000 L production bioreactor. A conventional 
seed train starts with the thawing of a WCB 
vial with 1 mL at a cell concentration of 
10x106 mL-1 and continues with several 
expansion steps in shake fl asks, WAVE 
and seed bioreactors at diff erent scales. An 
intensifi ed seed train starts with thawing of a 
high-density (HD) WCB vial with 4.5 mL and 
100x106 cells per mL and a single expansion 
step in a WAVE bioreactor operated in per-
fusion mode.
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Biopharmaceutical processes have experienced
vast improvements in recent years with new
highs in product titers and better control of
product quality. In contrast, the seed train of
most modern biopharmaceutical processes have
remained mostly unchanged. A conventional
seed train involves cell expansion by several
subcultivation steps in open systems, e.g., shake
flasks or spinner tubes, before a seed bioreactor
can be inoculated. This process commonly takes
up to 3 weeks and requires numerous manual
handling steps, making it time-consuming,
laborious and susceptible to contaminations.
Intensified seed trains promise to overcome
these limitations. Combining two well-established
technologies, that is, WAVE bioreactors and
perfusion membranes, intensified seed trains
enable continuous cell expansion in a single
closed system. As a consequence, shorter seed
train times and higher cell concentrations can be
realized while reducing hands-on-time.
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Figure 1: Timelines for conventional and
intensified seed trains until inoculation of a
1000-L production bioreactor. A conventional
seed train starts with the thawing of a WCB
vial with 1 mL and 10x 106 cells/mL and
continues with several expansion steps in
shake flasks, WAVE and seed bioreactors at
different scales. An intensified seed train
starts with thawing of a high-density (HD)
WCB vial with 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL
and a single expansion step in a WAVE
bioreactor operated in perfusion mode.

HD cell banking
Conventional cell banks contain 1 mL of 10-30x
106 cells/mL. This is sufficient to inoculate small
volumes of 30-100 mL with cell concentrations of
0.3-0.5x 106 cells/mL, commonly used in
pharmaceutical bioprocesses. In order to directly
inoculate a WAVE bioreactor with minimum
working volumes of 0.6-1.0 L, cell banks with
higher volumes and cell concentrations are
required. High density (HD) cell banks contain up
to 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL. Preparation of
HD cell banks require adaptation of
cryopreservation protocols. Here we optimized
the freezing protocol for HD cell banking and
compare HD cell bank performance with
conventional cell banks (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Cell bank performance of HD and
conventional cell bank. The first number corresponds to
the viable cell concentration. The second number refers
to the cryoprotectant concentration [%].

In a first step, high density (HD) cell banking protocols for CHO cell lines were optimized for cell concentrations of up to 100x 106 cells/mL. HD cell banks
were then used to inoculate a ReadyToProcess WAVE25 bioreactor (GE healthcare) operated in perfusion mode. Applying a cell-specific perfusion rate,
CHO cells were grown in 1 L working volume to cell concentrations of up to 145x 106 cells/mL, sufficient to directly inoculate a 250 L seed bioreactor.
Process simulation in a 10 L scale-down model confirmed comparable process performances after intensified and conventional seed train routes. In
comparison to the conventional seed train, time to inoculate the production bioreactor was reduced by ~50%, making the 50 L seed stage obsolete. In
addition, fewer manual handling steps were required, minimizing the contamination risk and personnel cost. Ultimately, we demonstrated that seed train
intensification is a simple but powerful route to boost bioprocesses efficiency without affecting bioprocess performance. In future applications, intensified
seed train routes in perfusion WAVEs could be set up and automated to enable direct inoculation of a 1000 or 2000 L production bioreactor.
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Figure 3: Process performance of HD and conventional cell bank after cultivation in intensified and conventional
seed train routes, respectively. (A) Viable cell concentration (VCC), (B) Cell viability and (C) Product titer. The
confidence intervals indicate the technical uncertainty of measurements.

Process performance depends on a number of variables. In order to exclude an impact of HD cell
banks or accelerated seed train routes on process performance, two corresponding 10 L production
bioreactors were inoculated. Over the course of the bioprocess, important process parameters and
cell metabolites were monitored and compared (see Figure 3). Generally, the process performance
of both bioreactors were within measurement uncertainties, proving that the selected seed train
route does not affect process performance. Comparability of conventional and intensified seed
trains in terms of process performance is of upmost importance as it allows seamless integration
into new and existing bioprocesses. Using a perfusion WAVE bioreactor to accelerate the seed train
is a very elegant approach to increase overall efficiency of the USP process in biopharmaceutical
production.

Methods: In intensified seed
train routes, CHO cells were
cultivated in perfusion mode
in a ReadyToProcess 20
WAVE bioreactor applying
CSPRs of 50-100 pl/c/d. Cell
count and viability were
measured using the Cedex
Hires. Cell metabolites and
titer were determined using
the Cedex Bio HT.
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Biopharmaceutical processes have experienced
vast improvements in recent years with new
highs in product titers and better control of
product quality. In contrast, the seed train of
most modern biopharmaceutical processes have
remained mostly unchanged. A conventional
seed train involves cell expansion by several
subcultivation steps in open systems, e.g., shake
flasks or spinner tubes, before a seed bioreactor
can be inoculated. This process commonly takes
up to 3 weeks and requires numerous manual
handling steps, making it time-consuming,
laborious and susceptible to contaminations.
Intensified seed trains promise to overcome
these limitations. Combining two well-established
technologies, that is, WAVE bioreactors and
perfusion membranes, intensified seed trains
enable continuous cell expansion in a single
closed system. As a consequence, shorter seed
train times and higher cell concentrations can be
realized while reducing hands-on-time.
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Figure 1: Timelines for conventional and
intensified seed trains until inoculation of a
1000-L production bioreactor. A conventional
seed train starts with the thawing of a WCB
vial with 1 mL and 10x 106 cells/mL and
continues with several expansion steps in
shake flasks, WAVE and seed bioreactors at
different scales. An intensified seed train
starts with thawing of a high-density (HD)
WCB vial with 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL
and a single expansion step in a WAVE
bioreactor operated in perfusion mode.

HD cell banking
Conventional cell banks contain 1 mL of 10-30x
106 cells/mL. This is sufficient to inoculate small
volumes of 30-100 mL with cell concentrations of
0.3-0.5x 106 cells/mL, commonly used in
pharmaceutical bioprocesses. In order to directly
inoculate a WAVE bioreactor with minimum
working volumes of 0.6-1.0 L, cell banks with
higher volumes and cell concentrations are
required. High density (HD) cell banks contain up
to 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL. Preparation of
HD cell banks require adaptation of
cryopreservation protocols. Here we optimized
the freezing protocol for HD cell banking and
compare HD cell bank performance with
conventional cell banks (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Cell bank performance of HD and
conventional cell bank. The first number corresponds to
the viable cell concentration. The second number refers
to the cryoprotectant concentration [%].

In a first step, high density (HD) cell banking protocols for CHO cell lines were optimized for cell concentrations of up to 100x 106 cells/mL. HD cell banks
were then used to inoculate a ReadyToProcess WAVE25 bioreactor (GE healthcare) operated in perfusion mode. Applying a cell-specific perfusion rate,
CHO cells were grown in 1 L working volume to cell concentrations of up to 145x 106 cells/mL, sufficient to directly inoculate a 250 L seed bioreactor.
Process simulation in a 10 L scale-down model confirmed comparable process performances after intensified and conventional seed train routes. In
comparison to the conventional seed train, time to inoculate the production bioreactor was reduced by ~50%, making the 50 L seed stage obsolete. In
addition, fewer manual handling steps were required, minimizing the contamination risk and personnel cost. Ultimately, we demonstrated that seed train
intensification is a simple but powerful route to boost bioprocesses efficiency without affecting bioprocess performance. In future applications, intensified
seed train routes in perfusion WAVEs could be set up and automated to enable direct inoculation of a 1000 or 2000 L production bioreactor.
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Figure 3: Process performance of HD and conventional cell bank after cultivation in intensified and conventional
seed train routes, respectively. (A) Viable cell concentration (VCC), (B) Cell viability and (C) Product titer. The
confidence intervals indicate the technical uncertainty of measurements.

Process performance depends on a number of variables. In order to exclude an impact of HD cell
banks or accelerated seed train routes on process performance, two corresponding 10 L production
bioreactors were inoculated. Over the course of the bioprocess, important process parameters and
cell metabolites were monitored and compared (see Figure 3). Generally, the process performance
of both bioreactors were within measurement uncertainties, proving that the selected seed train
route does not affect process performance. Comparability of conventional and intensified seed
trains in terms of process performance is of upmost importance as it allows seamless integration
into new and existing bioprocesses. Using a perfusion WAVE bioreactor to accelerate the seed train
is a very elegant approach to increase overall efficiency of the USP process in biopharmaceutical
production.

Methods: In intensified seed
train routes, CHO cells were
cultivated in perfusion mode
in a ReadyToProcess 20
WAVE bioreactor applying
CSPRs of 50-100 pl/c/d. Cell
count and viability were
measured using the Cedex
Hires. Cell metabolites and
titer were determined using
the Cedex Bio HT.
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highs in product titers and better control of
product quality. In contrast, the seed train of
most modern biopharmaceutical processes have
remained mostly unchanged. A conventional
seed train involves cell expansion by several
subcultivation steps in open systems, e.g., shake
flasks or spinner tubes, before a seed bioreactor
can be inoculated. This process commonly takes
up to 3 weeks and requires numerous manual
handling steps, making it time-consuming,
laborious and susceptible to contaminations.
Intensified seed trains promise to overcome
these limitations. Combining two well-established
technologies, that is, WAVE bioreactors and
perfusion membranes, intensified seed trains
enable continuous cell expansion in a single
closed system. As a consequence, shorter seed
train times and higher cell concentrations can be
realized while reducing hands-on-time.
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Figure 1: Timelines for conventional and
intensified seed trains until inoculation of a
1000-L production bioreactor. A conventional
seed train starts with the thawing of a WCB
vial with 1 mL and 10x 106 cells/mL and
continues with several expansion steps in
shake flasks, WAVE and seed bioreactors at
different scales. An intensified seed train
starts with thawing of a high-density (HD)
WCB vial with 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL
and a single expansion step in a WAVE
bioreactor operated in perfusion mode.

HD cell banking
Conventional cell banks contain 1 mL of 10-30x
106 cells/mL. This is sufficient to inoculate small
volumes of 30-100 mL with cell concentrations of
0.3-0.5x 106 cells/mL, commonly used in
pharmaceutical bioprocesses. In order to directly
inoculate a WAVE bioreactor with minimum
working volumes of 0.6-1.0 L, cell banks with
higher volumes and cell concentrations are
required. High density (HD) cell banks contain up
to 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL. Preparation of
HD cell banks require adaptation of
cryopreservation protocols. Here we optimized
the freezing protocol for HD cell banking and
compare HD cell bank performance with
conventional cell banks (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Cell bank performance of HD and
conventional cell bank. The first number corresponds to
the viable cell concentration. The second number refers
to the cryoprotectant concentration [%].

In a first step, high density (HD) cell banking protocols for CHO cell lines were optimized for cell concentrations of up to 100x 106 cells/mL. HD cell banks
were then used to inoculate a ReadyToProcess WAVE25 bioreactor (GE healthcare) operated in perfusion mode. Applying a cell-specific perfusion rate,
CHO cells were grown in 1 L working volume to cell concentrations of up to 145x 106 cells/mL, sufficient to directly inoculate a 250 L seed bioreactor.
Process simulation in a 10 L scale-down model confirmed comparable process performances after intensified and conventional seed train routes. In
comparison to the conventional seed train, time to inoculate the production bioreactor was reduced by ~50%, making the 50 L seed stage obsolete. In
addition, fewer manual handling steps were required, minimizing the contamination risk and personnel cost. Ultimately, we demonstrated that seed train
intensification is a simple but powerful route to boost bioprocesses efficiency without affecting bioprocess performance. In future applications, intensified
seed train routes in perfusion WAVEs could be set up and automated to enable direct inoculation of a 1000 or 2000 L production bioreactor.
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Figure 3: Process performance of HD and conventional cell bank after cultivation in intensified and conventional
seed train routes, respectively. (A) Viable cell concentration (VCC), (B) Cell viability and (C) Product titer. The
confidence intervals indicate the technical uncertainty of measurements.

Process performance depends on a number of variables. In order to exclude an impact of HD cell
banks or accelerated seed train routes on process performance, two corresponding 10 L production
bioreactors were inoculated. Over the course of the bioprocess, important process parameters and
cell metabolites were monitored and compared (see Figure 3). Generally, the process performance
of both bioreactors were within measurement uncertainties, proving that the selected seed train
route does not affect process performance. Comparability of conventional and intensified seed
trains in terms of process performance is of upmost importance as it allows seamless integration
into new and existing bioprocesses. Using a perfusion WAVE bioreactor to accelerate the seed train
is a very elegant approach to increase overall efficiency of the USP process in biopharmaceutical
production.

Methods: In intensified seed
train routes, CHO cells were
cultivated in perfusion mode
in a ReadyToProcess 20
WAVE bioreactor applying
CSPRs of 50-100 pl/c/d. Cell
count and viability were
measured using the Cedex
Hires. Cell metabolites and
titer were determined using
the Cedex Bio HT.
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vast improvements in recent years with new
highs in product titers and better control of
product quality. In contrast, the seed train of
most modern biopharmaceutical processes have
remained mostly unchanged. A conventional
seed train involves cell expansion by several
subcultivation steps in open systems, e.g., shake
flasks or spinner tubes, before a seed bioreactor
can be inoculated. This process commonly takes
up to 3 weeks and requires numerous manual
handling steps, making it time-consuming,
laborious and susceptible to contaminations.
Intensified seed trains promise to overcome
these limitations. Combining two well-established
technologies, that is, WAVE bioreactors and
perfusion membranes, intensified seed trains
enable continuous cell expansion in a single
closed system. As a consequence, shorter seed
train times and higher cell concentrations can be
realized while reducing hands-on-time.
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Figure 1: Timelines for conventional and
intensified seed trains until inoculation of a
1000-L production bioreactor. A conventional
seed train starts with the thawing of a WCB
vial with 1 mL and 10x 106 cells/mL and
continues with several expansion steps in
shake flasks, WAVE and seed bioreactors at
different scales. An intensified seed train
starts with thawing of a high-density (HD)
WCB vial with 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL
and a single expansion step in a WAVE
bioreactor operated in perfusion mode.

HD cell banking
Conventional cell banks contain 1 mL of 10-30x
106 cells/mL. This is sufficient to inoculate small
volumes of 30-100 mL with cell concentrations of
0.3-0.5x 106 cells/mL, commonly used in
pharmaceutical bioprocesses. In order to directly
inoculate a WAVE bioreactor with minimum
working volumes of 0.6-1.0 L, cell banks with
higher volumes and cell concentrations are
required. High density (HD) cell banks contain up
to 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL. Preparation of
HD cell banks require adaptation of
cryopreservation protocols. Here we optimized
the freezing protocol for HD cell banking and
compare HD cell bank performance with
conventional cell banks (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Cell bank performance of HD and
conventional cell bank. The first number corresponds to
the viable cell concentration. The second number refers
to the cryoprotectant concentration [%].

In a first step, high density (HD) cell banking protocols for CHO cell lines were optimized for cell concentrations of up to 100x 106 cells/mL. HD cell banks
were then used to inoculate a ReadyToProcess WAVE25 bioreactor (GE healthcare) operated in perfusion mode. Applying a cell-specific perfusion rate,
CHO cells were grown in 1 L working volume to cell concentrations of up to 145x 106 cells/mL, sufficient to directly inoculate a 250 L seed bioreactor.
Process simulation in a 10 L scale-down model confirmed comparable process performances after intensified and conventional seed train routes. In
comparison to the conventional seed train, time to inoculate the production bioreactor was reduced by ~50%, making the 50 L seed stage obsolete. In
addition, fewer manual handling steps were required, minimizing the contamination risk and personnel cost. Ultimately, we demonstrated that seed train
intensification is a simple but powerful route to boost bioprocesses efficiency without affecting bioprocess performance. In future applications, intensified
seed train routes in perfusion WAVEs could be set up and automated to enable direct inoculation of a 1000 or 2000 L production bioreactor.
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Figure 3: Process performance of HD and conventional cell bank after cultivation in intensified and conventional
seed train routes, respectively. (A) Viable cell concentration (VCC), (B) Cell viability and (C) Product titer. The
confidence intervals indicate the technical uncertainty of measurements.

Process performance depends on a number of variables. In order to exclude an impact of HD cell
banks or accelerated seed train routes on process performance, two corresponding 10 L production
bioreactors were inoculated. Over the course of the bioprocess, important process parameters and
cell metabolites were monitored and compared (see Figure 3). Generally, the process performance
of both bioreactors were within measurement uncertainties, proving that the selected seed train
route does not affect process performance. Comparability of conventional and intensified seed
trains in terms of process performance is of upmost importance as it allows seamless integration
into new and existing bioprocesses. Using a perfusion WAVE bioreactor to accelerate the seed train
is a very elegant approach to increase overall efficiency of the USP process in biopharmaceutical
production.

Methods: In intensified seed
train routes, CHO cells were
cultivated in perfusion mode
in a ReadyToProcess 20
WAVE bioreactor applying
CSPRs of 50-100 pl/c/d. Cell
count and viability were
measured using the Cedex
Hires. Cell metabolites and
titer were determined using
the Cedex Bio HT.
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Conventional cell banks contain 1 mL of 10-30x106 
cells per mL. This is suffi  cient to inoculate small 
volumes of 30-100 mL with cell concentrations 
of 0.3-0.5x106 mL-1, commonly used in pharma-
ceutical bioprocesses. In order to directly inocu-
late a WAVE bioreactor with minimum working
volumes of 0.6-1.0 L, cell banks with higher
volumes and cell concentrations are required. 
High density (HD) cell banks contain up to 
4.5 mL  and a cell concentration of 100x106 mL-1.
Preparation of HD cell banks require adaptation
of cryopreservation protocols. Here we optimized
the freezing protocol for HD cell banking and 
compare HD cell bank performance with conven-
tional cell banks (see Figure 2).

In a fi rst step, high density (HD) cell banking protocols for CHO cell lines were optimized for cell concentrations of up to 100x106 mL-1. HD cell banks 
were then used to inoculate a ReadyToProcess WAVE 25 bioreactor (GE healthcare) operated in perfusion mode. Applying a cell-specifi c perfusion 
rate, CHO cells were grown in 1 L working volume to cell concentrations of up to 145x106 mL-1, suffi  cient to directly inoculate a 250 L seed bioreactor. 
Process simulation in a 10 L scale-down model confi rmed comparable process performances after intensifi ed and conventional seed train routes. In 
comparison to the conventional seed train, time to inoculate the production bioreactor was reduced by ~50%, making the 50 L seed stage obsolete. In 
addition, fewer manual handling steps were required, minimizing the contamination risk and personnel cost. Ultimately, we demonstrated that seed train 
intensifi cation is a simple but powerful route to boost bioprocesses effi  ciency without aff ecting bioprocess performance. In future applications, intensifi ed 
seed train routes in perfusion WAVEs could be set up and automated to enable direct inoculation of a 1000 or 2000 L production bioreactor.

Process performance depends on a number of variables. In order to exclude an impact of HD cell 
banks or accelerated seed train routes on process performance, two corresponding 10 L production 
bioreactors were inoculated. Over the course of the bioprocess, important process parameters and 
cell metabolites were monitored and compared (see Figure 3). Generally, the process performance 
of both bioreactors were within measurement uncertainties, proving that the selected seed train route 
does not aff ect process performance. Comparability of conventional and intensifi ed seed trains in 
terms of process performance is of upmost importance as it allows seamless integration into new 
and existing bioprocesses. Using a perfusion WAVE bioreactor to accelerate the seed train is a very 
elegant approach to increase overall effi  ciency of the USP process in biopharmaceutical production.

Methods: In intensifi ed seed 
train routes, CHO cells were 
cultivated in perfusion mode in 
a ReadyToProcess WAVE 25 
bioreactor applying CSPRs 
of 50-100 pL d-1. Cell count 
and viability were measured 
using the Cedex Hires. Cell 
metabolites and titer were 
determined using the Cedex 
Bio HT.

Biopharmaceutical processes have experienced 
vast improvements in recent years with new 
highs in product titers and better control of 
product quality. In contrast, the seed train of 
most modern biopharmaceutical processes have 
remained mostly unchanged. A conventional 
seed train involves cell expansion by several 
subcultivation steps in open systems, e.g., 
shake fl asks or spinner tubes, before a seed 
bioreactor can be inoculated. This process 
commonly takes up to 3 weeks and requires 
numerous manual handling steps, making it 
time-consuming, laborious and susceptible to 
contaminations.
Intensifi ed seed trains promise to overcome 
these limitations. Combining two well-established 
technologies, that is, WAVE bioreactors and 
perfusion membranes, intensifi ed seed trains 
enable continuous cell expansion in a single 
closed system. As a consequence, shorter seed 
train times and higher cell concentrations can 
be realized while reducing hands-on-time.

Conventional seed train

Intensifi ed seed train

Figure 2: Cell bank performance of HD and conventional 
cell bank. The fi rst number corresponds to the viable 
cell concentration. The second number refers to the 
cryoprotectant concentration [%].

Figure 3: Process performance of HD and conventional cell bank after cultivation in intensifi ed and conventional seed train 
routes, respectively. (A) Viable cell concentration (VCC), (B) Cell viability and (C) Product titer. The confi dence intervals 
indicate the technical uncertainty of measurements.

Figure 1: Timelines for conventional and 
intensifi ed seed trains until inoculation of a 
1000 L production bioreactor. A conventional 
seed train starts with the thawing of a WCB 
vial with 1 mL at a cell concentration of 
10x106 mL-1 and continues with several 
expansion steps in shake fl asks, WAVE 
and seed bioreactors at diff erent scales. An 
intensifi ed seed train starts with thawing of a 
high-density (HD) WCB vial with 4.5 mL and 
100x106 cells per mL and a single expansion 
step in a WAVE bioreactor operated in per-
fusion mode.
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flasks or spinner tubes, before a seed bioreactor
can be inoculated. This process commonly takes
up to 3 weeks and requires numerous manual
handling steps, making it time-consuming,
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train times and higher cell concentrations can be
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Figure 1: Timelines for conventional and
intensified seed trains until inoculation of a
1000-L production bioreactor. A conventional
seed train starts with the thawing of a WCB
vial with 1 mL and 10x 106 cells/mL and
continues with several expansion steps in
shake flasks, WAVE and seed bioreactors at
different scales. An intensified seed train
starts with thawing of a high-density (HD)
WCB vial with 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL
and a single expansion step in a WAVE
bioreactor operated in perfusion mode.

HD cell banking
Conventional cell banks contain 1 mL of 10-30x
106 cells/mL. This is sufficient to inoculate small
volumes of 30-100 mL with cell concentrations of
0.3-0.5x 106 cells/mL, commonly used in
pharmaceutical bioprocesses. In order to directly
inoculate a WAVE bioreactor with minimum
working volumes of 0.6-1.0 L, cell banks with
higher volumes and cell concentrations are
required. High density (HD) cell banks contain up
to 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL. Preparation of
HD cell banks require adaptation of
cryopreservation protocols. Here we optimized
the freezing protocol for HD cell banking and
compare HD cell bank performance with
conventional cell banks (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Cell bank performance of HD and
conventional cell bank. The first number corresponds to
the viable cell concentration. The second number refers
to the cryoprotectant concentration [%].

In a first step, high density (HD) cell banking protocols for CHO cell lines were optimized for cell concentrations of up to 100x 106 cells/mL. HD cell banks
were then used to inoculate a ReadyToProcess WAVE25 bioreactor (GE healthcare) operated in perfusion mode. Applying a cell-specific perfusion rate,
CHO cells were grown in 1 L working volume to cell concentrations of up to 145x 106 cells/mL, sufficient to directly inoculate a 250 L seed bioreactor.
Process simulation in a 10 L scale-down model confirmed comparable process performances after intensified and conventional seed train routes. In
comparison to the conventional seed train, time to inoculate the production bioreactor was reduced by ~50%, making the 50 L seed stage obsolete. In
addition, fewer manual handling steps were required, minimizing the contamination risk and personnel cost. Ultimately, we demonstrated that seed train
intensification is a simple but powerful route to boost bioprocesses efficiency without affecting bioprocess performance. In future applications, intensified
seed train routes in perfusion WAVEs could be set up and automated to enable direct inoculation of a 1000 or 2000 L production bioreactor.
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Figure 3: Process performance of HD and conventional cell bank after cultivation in intensified and conventional
seed train routes, respectively. (A) Viable cell concentration (VCC), (B) Cell viability and (C) Product titer. The
confidence intervals indicate the technical uncertainty of measurements.

Process performance depends on a number of variables. In order to exclude an impact of HD cell
banks or accelerated seed train routes on process performance, two corresponding 10 L production
bioreactors were inoculated. Over the course of the bioprocess, important process parameters and
cell metabolites were monitored and compared (see Figure 3). Generally, the process performance
of both bioreactors were within measurement uncertainties, proving that the selected seed train
route does not affect process performance. Comparability of conventional and intensified seed
trains in terms of process performance is of upmost importance as it allows seamless integration
into new and existing bioprocesses. Using a perfusion WAVE bioreactor to accelerate the seed train
is a very elegant approach to increase overall efficiency of the USP process in biopharmaceutical
production.

Methods: In intensified seed
train routes, CHO cells were
cultivated in perfusion mode
in a ReadyToProcess 20
WAVE bioreactor applying
CSPRs of 50-100 pl/c/d. Cell
count and viability were
measured using the Cedex
Hires. Cell metabolites and
titer were determined using
the Cedex Bio HT.
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Introduction

Conclusion

Biopharmaceutical processes have experienced
vast improvements in recent years with new
highs in product titers and better control of
product quality. In contrast, the seed train of
most modern biopharmaceutical processes have
remained mostly unchanged. A conventional
seed train involves cell expansion by several
subcultivation steps in open systems, e.g., shake
flasks or spinner tubes, before a seed bioreactor
can be inoculated. This process commonly takes
up to 3 weeks and requires numerous manual
handling steps, making it time-consuming,
laborious and susceptible to contaminations.
Intensified seed trains promise to overcome
these limitations. Combining two well-established
technologies, that is, WAVE bioreactors and
perfusion membranes, intensified seed trains
enable continuous cell expansion in a single
closed system. As a consequence, shorter seed
train times and higher cell concentrations can be
realized while reducing hands-on-time.
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Figure 1: Timelines for conventional and
intensified seed trains until inoculation of a
1000-L production bioreactor. A conventional
seed train starts with the thawing of a WCB
vial with 1 mL and 10x 106 cells/mL and
continues with several expansion steps in
shake flasks, WAVE and seed bioreactors at
different scales. An intensified seed train
starts with thawing of a high-density (HD)
WCB vial with 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL
and a single expansion step in a WAVE
bioreactor operated in perfusion mode.

HD cell banking
Conventional cell banks contain 1 mL of 10-30x
106 cells/mL. This is sufficient to inoculate small
volumes of 30-100 mL with cell concentrations of
0.3-0.5x 106 cells/mL, commonly used in
pharmaceutical bioprocesses. In order to directly
inoculate a WAVE bioreactor with minimum
working volumes of 0.6-1.0 L, cell banks with
higher volumes and cell concentrations are
required. High density (HD) cell banks contain up
to 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL. Preparation of
HD cell banks require adaptation of
cryopreservation protocols. Here we optimized
the freezing protocol for HD cell banking and
compare HD cell bank performance with
conventional cell banks (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Cell bank performance of HD and
conventional cell bank. The first number corresponds to
the viable cell concentration. The second number refers
to the cryoprotectant concentration [%].

In a first step, high density (HD) cell banking protocols for CHO cell lines were optimized for cell concentrations of up to 100x 106 cells/mL. HD cell banks
were then used to inoculate a ReadyToProcess WAVE25 bioreactor (GE healthcare) operated in perfusion mode. Applying a cell-specific perfusion rate,
CHO cells were grown in 1 L working volume to cell concentrations of up to 145x 106 cells/mL, sufficient to directly inoculate a 250 L seed bioreactor.
Process simulation in a 10 L scale-down model confirmed comparable process performances after intensified and conventional seed train routes. In
comparison to the conventional seed train, time to inoculate the production bioreactor was reduced by ~50%, making the 50 L seed stage obsolete. In
addition, fewer manual handling steps were required, minimizing the contamination risk and personnel cost. Ultimately, we demonstrated that seed train
intensification is a simple but powerful route to boost bioprocesses efficiency without affecting bioprocess performance. In future applications, intensified
seed train routes in perfusion WAVEs could be set up and automated to enable direct inoculation of a 1000 or 2000 L production bioreactor.
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Figure 3: Process performance of HD and conventional cell bank after cultivation in intensified and conventional
seed train routes, respectively. (A) Viable cell concentration (VCC), (B) Cell viability and (C) Product titer. The
confidence intervals indicate the technical uncertainty of measurements.

Process performance depends on a number of variables. In order to exclude an impact of HD cell
banks or accelerated seed train routes on process performance, two corresponding 10 L production
bioreactors were inoculated. Over the course of the bioprocess, important process parameters and
cell metabolites were monitored and compared (see Figure 3). Generally, the process performance
of both bioreactors were within measurement uncertainties, proving that the selected seed train
route does not affect process performance. Comparability of conventional and intensified seed
trains in terms of process performance is of upmost importance as it allows seamless integration
into new and existing bioprocesses. Using a perfusion WAVE bioreactor to accelerate the seed train
is a very elegant approach to increase overall efficiency of the USP process in biopharmaceutical
production.

Methods: In intensified seed
train routes, CHO cells were
cultivated in perfusion mode
in a ReadyToProcess 20
WAVE bioreactor applying
CSPRs of 50-100 pl/c/d. Cell
count and viability were
measured using the Cedex
Hires. Cell metabolites and
titer were determined using
the Cedex Bio HT.
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Introduction

Conclusion

Biopharmaceutical processes have experienced
vast improvements in recent years with new
highs in product titers and better control of
product quality. In contrast, the seed train of
most modern biopharmaceutical processes have
remained mostly unchanged. A conventional
seed train involves cell expansion by several
subcultivation steps in open systems, e.g., shake
flasks or spinner tubes, before a seed bioreactor
can be inoculated. This process commonly takes
up to 3 weeks and requires numerous manual
handling steps, making it time-consuming,
laborious and susceptible to contaminations.
Intensified seed trains promise to overcome
these limitations. Combining two well-established
technologies, that is, WAVE bioreactors and
perfusion membranes, intensified seed trains
enable continuous cell expansion in a single
closed system. As a consequence, shorter seed
train times and higher cell concentrations can be
realized while reducing hands-on-time.
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Figure 1: Timelines for conventional and
intensified seed trains until inoculation of a
1000-L production bioreactor. A conventional
seed train starts with the thawing of a WCB
vial with 1 mL and 10x 106 cells/mL and
continues with several expansion steps in
shake flasks, WAVE and seed bioreactors at
different scales. An intensified seed train
starts with thawing of a high-density (HD)
WCB vial with 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL
and a single expansion step in a WAVE
bioreactor operated in perfusion mode.

HD cell banking
Conventional cell banks contain 1 mL of 10-30x
106 cells/mL. This is sufficient to inoculate small
volumes of 30-100 mL with cell concentrations of
0.3-0.5x 106 cells/mL, commonly used in
pharmaceutical bioprocesses. In order to directly
inoculate a WAVE bioreactor with minimum
working volumes of 0.6-1.0 L, cell banks with
higher volumes and cell concentrations are
required. High density (HD) cell banks contain up
to 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL. Preparation of
HD cell banks require adaptation of
cryopreservation protocols. Here we optimized
the freezing protocol for HD cell banking and
compare HD cell bank performance with
conventional cell banks (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Cell bank performance of HD and
conventional cell bank. The first number corresponds to
the viable cell concentration. The second number refers
to the cryoprotectant concentration [%].

In a first step, high density (HD) cell banking protocols for CHO cell lines were optimized for cell concentrations of up to 100x 106 cells/mL. HD cell banks
were then used to inoculate a ReadyToProcess WAVE25 bioreactor (GE healthcare) operated in perfusion mode. Applying a cell-specific perfusion rate,
CHO cells were grown in 1 L working volume to cell concentrations of up to 145x 106 cells/mL, sufficient to directly inoculate a 250 L seed bioreactor.
Process simulation in a 10 L scale-down model confirmed comparable process performances after intensified and conventional seed train routes. In
comparison to the conventional seed train, time to inoculate the production bioreactor was reduced by ~50%, making the 50 L seed stage obsolete. In
addition, fewer manual handling steps were required, minimizing the contamination risk and personnel cost. Ultimately, we demonstrated that seed train
intensification is a simple but powerful route to boost bioprocesses efficiency without affecting bioprocess performance. In future applications, intensified
seed train routes in perfusion WAVEs could be set up and automated to enable direct inoculation of a 1000 or 2000 L production bioreactor.
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Figure 3: Process performance of HD and conventional cell bank after cultivation in intensified and conventional
seed train routes, respectively. (A) Viable cell concentration (VCC), (B) Cell viability and (C) Product titer. The
confidence intervals indicate the technical uncertainty of measurements.

Process performance depends on a number of variables. In order to exclude an impact of HD cell
banks or accelerated seed train routes on process performance, two corresponding 10 L production
bioreactors were inoculated. Over the course of the bioprocess, important process parameters and
cell metabolites were monitored and compared (see Figure 3). Generally, the process performance
of both bioreactors were within measurement uncertainties, proving that the selected seed train
route does not affect process performance. Comparability of conventional and intensified seed
trains in terms of process performance is of upmost importance as it allows seamless integration
into new and existing bioprocesses. Using a perfusion WAVE bioreactor to accelerate the seed train
is a very elegant approach to increase overall efficiency of the USP process in biopharmaceutical
production.

Methods: In intensified seed
train routes, CHO cells were
cultivated in perfusion mode
in a ReadyToProcess 20
WAVE bioreactor applying
CSPRs of 50-100 pl/c/d. Cell
count and viability were
measured using the Cedex
Hires. Cell metabolites and
titer were determined using
the Cedex Bio HT.
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Introduction

Conclusion

Biopharmaceutical processes have experienced
vast improvements in recent years with new
highs in product titers and better control of
product quality. In contrast, the seed train of
most modern biopharmaceutical processes have
remained mostly unchanged. A conventional
seed train involves cell expansion by several
subcultivation steps in open systems, e.g., shake
flasks or spinner tubes, before a seed bioreactor
can be inoculated. This process commonly takes
up to 3 weeks and requires numerous manual
handling steps, making it time-consuming,
laborious and susceptible to contaminations.
Intensified seed trains promise to overcome
these limitations. Combining two well-established
technologies, that is, WAVE bioreactors and
perfusion membranes, intensified seed trains
enable continuous cell expansion in a single
closed system. As a consequence, shorter seed
train times and higher cell concentrations can be
realized while reducing hands-on-time.
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Figure 1: Timelines for conventional and
intensified seed trains until inoculation of a
1000-L production bioreactor. A conventional
seed train starts with the thawing of a WCB
vial with 1 mL and 10x 106 cells/mL and
continues with several expansion steps in
shake flasks, WAVE and seed bioreactors at
different scales. An intensified seed train
starts with thawing of a high-density (HD)
WCB vial with 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL
and a single expansion step in a WAVE
bioreactor operated in perfusion mode.

HD cell banking
Conventional cell banks contain 1 mL of 10-30x
106 cells/mL. This is sufficient to inoculate small
volumes of 30-100 mL with cell concentrations of
0.3-0.5x 106 cells/mL, commonly used in
pharmaceutical bioprocesses. In order to directly
inoculate a WAVE bioreactor with minimum
working volumes of 0.6-1.0 L, cell banks with
higher volumes and cell concentrations are
required. High density (HD) cell banks contain up
to 4.5 mL and 100x 106 cells/mL. Preparation of
HD cell banks require adaptation of
cryopreservation protocols. Here we optimized
the freezing protocol for HD cell banking and
compare HD cell bank performance with
conventional cell banks (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Cell bank performance of HD and
conventional cell bank. The first number corresponds to
the viable cell concentration. The second number refers
to the cryoprotectant concentration [%].

In a first step, high density (HD) cell banking protocols for CHO cell lines were optimized for cell concentrations of up to 100x 106 cells/mL. HD cell banks
were then used to inoculate a ReadyToProcess WAVE25 bioreactor (GE healthcare) operated in perfusion mode. Applying a cell-specific perfusion rate,
CHO cells were grown in 1 L working volume to cell concentrations of up to 145x 106 cells/mL, sufficient to directly inoculate a 250 L seed bioreactor.
Process simulation in a 10 L scale-down model confirmed comparable process performances after intensified and conventional seed train routes. In
comparison to the conventional seed train, time to inoculate the production bioreactor was reduced by ~50%, making the 50 L seed stage obsolete. In
addition, fewer manual handling steps were required, minimizing the contamination risk and personnel cost. Ultimately, we demonstrated that seed train
intensification is a simple but powerful route to boost bioprocesses efficiency without affecting bioprocess performance. In future applications, intensified
seed train routes in perfusion WAVEs could be set up and automated to enable direct inoculation of a 1000 or 2000 L production bioreactor.
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Figure 3: Process performance of HD and conventional cell bank after cultivation in intensified and conventional
seed train routes, respectively. (A) Viable cell concentration (VCC), (B) Cell viability and (C) Product titer. The
confidence intervals indicate the technical uncertainty of measurements.

Process performance depends on a number of variables. In order to exclude an impact of HD cell
banks or accelerated seed train routes on process performance, two corresponding 10 L production
bioreactors were inoculated. Over the course of the bioprocess, important process parameters and
cell metabolites were monitored and compared (see Figure 3). Generally, the process performance
of both bioreactors were within measurement uncertainties, proving that the selected seed train
route does not affect process performance. Comparability of conventional and intensified seed
trains in terms of process performance is of upmost importance as it allows seamless integration
into new and existing bioprocesses. Using a perfusion WAVE bioreactor to accelerate the seed train
is a very elegant approach to increase overall efficiency of the USP process in biopharmaceutical
production.

Methods: In intensified seed
train routes, CHO cells were
cultivated in perfusion mode
in a ReadyToProcess 20
WAVE bioreactor applying
CSPRs of 50-100 pl/c/d. Cell
count and viability were
measured using the Cedex
Hires. Cell metabolites and
titer were determined using
the Cedex Bio HT.
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